Previous works mainly focused on estimating direct relationship strength in social networks. If two users are not directly connected in a social network, there is no direct relationship. In order to estimate the relationship strength between two indirectly connected users as well as directly connected users, this paper proposes an estimation method for relationship strength in weighted social network graphs, which is based on the trust propagation strategy and the estimation of direct relationship strength. Our method considers the length of a relationship path, the number of relationship paths and the edge weights (direct relationship strength) along with a relationship path to estimate the strength of indirect relationship. Then it synthesizes the direct and indirect relationship strength to represent the strength of relationship between two users in social networks. Thus our method can fully estimate the relationship strength between any two users in a social network no matter whether they are directly connected or not.
Introduction
With the rapid development of internet services, social network (SN) becomes a most popular service where people interact with each other. Social network is a set of social actors and the relationships among them [1] . The relationship strength among users is different and can rapidly vary. Information on relationship strength between two users is useful in many areas such as link prediction, item recommendation, newsfeed, people search and so on. According to the estimation of relationship strength, the social network provider can improve the quality of some social network services.
Recently, several++ works have focused on computing the relationship strength in social networks. Interaction data has been used to predict the relationship strength [2, 3] , but this work only considered two levels of relationship strength, namely, weak and strong relationships. Viswanath et al. [4] analyzed the relationships between users based on the Facebook's "wall posts", which ignored other interaction data. Xiang et al. [5] proposed an unsupervised latent variable model for the estimation of relationship strength based on interaction activity and user's similarity. It uses a richer representation that can span the full spectrum from weak to strong ties. Srba et al. [6] proposed a method to calculate the relationship strength by means of the interaction data and other "rate factors". Yanagimoto et al. [7] proposed a relationship strength estimation method in social media. It estimates relationship strength between web pages in social bookmarking services using a tag vocabulary.
However, nearly all these methods focus on estimating the strength of direct relationship while ignoring indirect relationship between two users in social networks. For example, Alice and Bob have a common friend though they are not friends. How to estimate the relationship strength between those users is a key problem and is also very useful in social networks.
In this work, we mainly focus on indirect relationship strength as well as direct relationship strength. We combine the estimation method of relationship intensity strength to estimate the direct relationship strength between two users. Firstly, the indirect relationship strength is estimated according to trust propagation strategy. Secondly, the indirect relationship strength between two users is estimated according to the length of relationship paths, the number of relationship paths and the edge weights along with the relationship paths. Finally, the direct and indirect relationship strength is synthesized to represent the relationship strength between these two users. Our method can fully estimate the relationship strength between any two users in a social network no matter whether they are directly connected or not.
Related Work

Estimation of Direct Relationship Strength
Srba et al. [6] proposed a method to calculate the relationship intensity strength. This method denotes elementary interaction between two users (e.g., sending a message) or static common information (e.g., common hobby) as a "rate factor". Every rate factor influences the strength of a relationship in a positive or negative way depending on the social aspect. And the rate factor from different sources (social networks) has a different importance, which is represented to be a weight. The final relationship strength is also influenced by the count of instances of the rate factor.
Partial relationship intensity depends on the weight, the count of instances of the rate factor and time:
where I f is the partial relationship intensity for one rate factor, kj w is the weight of the rate factor j for source k, l is the count of instances of the rate factor in the relationship of two traced users, l c is the count of instances of the rate factor, and f t is the function expressing time influence. The final relationship intensity is calculated as the arithmetic average of the partial relationship intensity of all sources. This method can estimate the strength of direct relationship between two users, but it ignores the indirect relationship between the users who are not directly connected in the social network.
Trust Propagation Strategy
Until now, few of previous works have focused on indirect relationship, but there are a lot of works on indirect trust computation. Although relationship is a different concept from trust, the propagation of indirect relationship between two indirectly connected users is similar to the propagation of indirect trust.
Nasir et al. [8] introduced a shortest-path min-max strategy to compute the indirect trust between a source user s and a target user t. A shortest path is defined as the path with the minimum number of edges. Let 
The final trust from s to t is calculated as 
This method can compute the trust value from a source user s to a target user t, but it is incomplete because it uses the minimum weight edge of a path to represent the path strength.
Estimation Method for Relationship Strength
We focus on estimating the relationship strength between two indirectly connected users as well as directly connected users.
Relationship Strength
We define relationship strength as the closeness between two users in social networks. Direct relationship strength (computed by users' interaction data, similarity and so on) describes the closeness between two directly connected users. If user A could find user B along with the edges in a social network graph, there exists a relationship path between them. Indirect relationship strength describes the closeness between two users who are not directly connected, and it is calculated by the relationship paths between them. In addition, two users might have direct and indirect relationship at the same time. So we should synthesize both cases to estimate users' relationship strength. The relationship types are illustrated in Figure 1 . Let ( ) 
where α and β denote the weight coefficient of direct relationship strength and indirect relationship strength. In addition, α and β satisfy the equation as follows: 
Estimation Method
We propose an estimation method for relationship strength in weighted social network graphs, which is based on the estimation of direct relationship strength and the trust propagation strategy, just as described in the following part: 1) The direct relationship strength is estimated by the estimation method of relationship intensity strength. And it is represented by the edge weight in the social network graph. (7) 2) The indirect relationship strength is decided by the length of a relationship path, the number of relationship paths and the edge weights of relationship paths. The number and the edge weights of relationship paths have a positive correlation with the indirect relationship strength, while the length of a relationship path has a negative effect.
Assuming that is a relationship path between and , the indirect relationship strength is described as follows: ,
where denotes the attenuation coefficient of the length of a relationship path, d denotes the length of the relationship strength, denotes the j th edge weight of a relationship path. Here is an attenuation function and its value varies continuously from 0 to 1, which is illustrated in Figure 3 . The function represents the weight coefficient of a relationship path among all the paths.
In general, there are more than one relationship path between two users. As the different length of a relationship path has different influence on the relationship strength, we should not treat all paths as equivalent influence. Therefore, we take the weighted average rather than the arithmetic average to compute indirect relationship strength of all paths.
Assuming that there are n relationship paths between and :
, with weights , thus the indirect relationship strength of all paths is described as follows: , 
Search Algorithm of Relationship Paths
We should search all the paths from a source user s to a target user t before estimating indirect relationship strength. However, there are too many paths if the social network is big enough and it results in high time overhead. Therefore, we use a modified breadth first search (BFS) algorithm to search the shortest paths from s to the neighbors of t. Algorithm 1 shows the search algorithm. These shortest paths and the edges between t and its neighbors make up the relationship paths between s and t. The relationship paths between s and t are illustrated in Figure 4 
Experiments
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we performed several experiments on a simple social network ( Figure 5) . First, we choose a source user s. Second, we estimate the relationship strength between the source user s and the other users with two methods, including the method of relationship intensity strength [6] and our estimation method of relationship strength. We estimate the relationship strength between s and the other users based on the estimation method of relationship intensity strength, and then represent it with edge weight in the weighted social network graphs.
Before evaluating our method on estimating relationship strength, we set , and . If two users have direct relationship strength besides indirect relationship strength, the direct relationship strength should be more important than indirect relationship strength. It agrees with common sense.
At first we use the edge weight, estimated by Equation (7), to represent the direct relationship strength between two users. Secondly, we search the all relationship paths from a source user s to the other users in the network. And then we estimate the indirect relationship strength using Equation (9). After that, we synthesize the direct relationship strength and indirect relationship strength by Equation (10). The comparison of these two methods is shown in Table 1 . v have the most strong relationship strength with the source user s in both methods. The value of relationship strength in our method is smaller than that of relationship intensity strength because our method considers the indirect relationship strength as well as direct relationship strength. The indirect relationship strength will decrease the synthetic relationship strength. We can also see that the method in that of relationship intensity strength cannot estimate the indirect relationship strength (e.g., relationship strength between s and 3 v ) though it can estimate the direct relationship strength. Since the indirect relationship is much more common than the direct relationship in a social network, this method has a limitation on estimating relationship strength from a source user to a target user. Therefore, our method is more comprehensive on the estimation of relationship strength in a social network.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an estimation method for relationship strength in weighted social network graphs. This method focuses on estimating the indirect relationship strength as well as direct relationship strength. The indirect relationship strength of one relationship path is estimated by multiplying all the edge weights in the path. And the final indirect relationship strength is a weighted average of all relationship paths. Compared to other methods on estimating relationship strength, our method is much more comprehensive.
